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sister mine nalo hopkinson author creator my novel sister mine published in 2013 received the andre norton nebula award
set in toronto it is a story of caribbean demi gods with half human offspring of power ability and disability of sibling rivalry
of an aging forest spirit with dementia and of a mother of a monster in lake nalo hopkinson winner of the john w campbell
award the sunburst award and the world fantasy award among others and lauded as one of our most inventive and brilliant
writers new york post returns with a new work exploring the relationship between two sisters in this richly textured and
deeply moving novel sister mine by nalo hopkinson is an sff standalone centering caribbean storytelling it s kind of like
trinidadian version of percy jackson with the demigods but instead we get mojo and celestials this was a weird book to say
the least but it was very different and quite enjoyable nalo hopkinson s latest sister mine mixes urban fantasy and family
tension in a story about semi divine twin sisters struggling to come to terms with each other and avert a magical her
newest novel sister mine has a lighter edge than some of her previous work it s an engaging messy fable about the
interconnectedness of even the little things in our lives this is a book about family and sister mine remains a suitably
imperfect and vibrant story of family in all its unfathomable wonders and annoyances and the power overview nalo
hopkinson winner of the john w campbell award the sunburst award and the world fantasy award among others and lauded
as one of our most inventive and brilliant writers new york post returns with a new work exploring the relationship
between two sisters in this richly textured and deeply moving novel find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for
sister mine at amazon com read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users buy sister mine by hopkinson nalo
isbn 9781455528400 from amazon s book store everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders 305 pages 24 cm
possessing no magic but a beautiful singing voice makeda leaves her formerly co joined twin sister abby to set out on her
own for a life of independence but must reconcile with her sibling after her father goes missing buy this book sister mine
nalo hopkinson grand central 23 99 320p isbn 978 0 446 57692 5 makeda and abby are twins who were conjoined at birth
but separated and now as an adult makeda today makeda has decided it s high time to move out and make her own life in
cheerful rest makeda finds exactly what she s been looking for an opportunity to live apart from abby but when her father
goes missing makeda will have to discover her own talent if she s to have a hope of saving him nalo hopkinson born 20
december 1960 is a jamaican born canadian speculative fiction writer and editor her novels brown girl in the ring 1998
midnight robber 2000 the salt roads 2003 the new moon s arms 2007 and short stories such as those in her collection skin
folk 2001 often draw on caribbean history and language canadian science fiction fantasy author hopkinson the chaos 2012
etc goes about five steps too far in this wildly overstuffed tale blending made up nature mythology with a coming of age
odyssey the daughters of a celestial demigod and a human woman makeda and abby were raised by their magical father
the god of growing things a highly unusual childhood that made them extremely close ever since abby s magical talent
began to develop though in the form of an unearthly singing voice the sisters have become increasingly distant 2 2995
sister mine audible audiobook unabridged nalo hopkinson author robin miles narrator 1 more 4 1 188 ratings editors pick
best science fiction fantasy see all formats and editions we d had to be cut free of our mother s womb like much of
hopkinson s work sister mine mixes afro caribbean and european mythology elements of horror a snappy wit and astute
psychology sister mine kindle edition nalo hopkinson winner of the john w campbell award the sunburst award and the
world fantasy award among others and lauded as one of our most inventive and brilliant writers new york post returns with
a new work exploring the relationship between two sisters in this richly textured and deeply moving novel black authors
post day 20 today s author is science fiction fantasy author nalo hopkinson nalo was born in 1960 in kingston jamaica her
family moved several times during her childhood and she lived in guyana trinidad and canada growing up nalo hopkinson is
an award winning science fiction writer whose work blends african caribbean and creole folklore with the conventions of
the science fiction and fantasy genre critics have responded favorably to her work especially for its touches of magic
realism and underlying themes of race and gender at the end of nalo hopkinson s novel midnight robber 2000 tan tan the
main character gives birth to a boy her friend melonhead asks how she will name him tubman tan tan surprised herself
coming out with it so quickly she hadn t been thinking about what to call him



sister mine nalo hopkinson author creator May 22 2024 sister mine nalo hopkinson author creator my novel sister mine
published in 2013 received the andre norton nebula award set in toronto it is a story of caribbean demi gods with half
human offspring of power ability and disability of sibling rivalry of an aging forest spirit with dementia and of a mother of a
monster in lake
amazon com sister mine 9781455528400 hopkinson nalo books Apr 21 2024 nalo hopkinson winner of the john w
campbell award the sunburst award and the world fantasy award among others and lauded as one of our most inventive
and brilliant writers new york post returns with a new work exploring the relationship between two sisters in this richly
textured and deeply moving novel
sister mine by nalo hopkinson goodreads Mar 20 2024 sister mine by nalo hopkinson is an sff standalone centering
caribbean storytelling it s kind of like trinidadian version of percy jackson with the demigods but instead we get mojo and
celestials this was a weird book to say the least but it was very different and quite enjoyable
book review sister mine by nalo hopkinson npr Feb 19 2024 nalo hopkinson s latest sister mine mixes urban fantasy and
family tension in a story about semi divine twin sisters struggling to come to terms with each other and avert a magical
sister mine by nalo hopkinson hachette book group Jan 18 2024 her newest novel sister mine has a lighter edge than some
of her previous work it s an engaging messy fable about the interconnectedness of even the little things in our lives this is a
book about family and sister mine remains a suitably imperfect and vibrant story of family in all its unfathomable wonders
and annoyances and the power
sister mine by nalo hopkinson paperback barnes noble Dec 17 2023 overview nalo hopkinson winner of the john w
campbell award the sunburst award and the world fantasy award among others and lauded as one of our most inventive
and brilliant writers new york post returns with a new work exploring the relationship between two sisters in this richly
textured and deeply moving novel
amazon com customer reviews sister mine Nov 16 2023 find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for sister
mine at amazon com read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users
sister mine amazon co uk hopkinson nalo 9781455528400 books Oct 15 2023 buy sister mine by hopkinson nalo isbn
9781455528400 from amazon s book store everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders
sister mine hopkinson nalo author free download borrow Sep 14 2023 305 pages 24 cm possessing no magic but a
beautiful singing voice makeda leaves her formerly co joined twin sister abby to set out on her own for a life of
independence but must reconcile with her sibling after her father goes missing
sister mine by nalo hopkinson publishers weekly Aug 13 2023 buy this book sister mine nalo hopkinson grand central
23 99 320p isbn 978 0 446 57692 5 makeda and abby are twins who were conjoined at birth but separated and now as an
adult makeda
sister mine by nalo hopkinson audiobook audible com Jul 12 2023 today makeda has decided it s high time to move
out and make her own life in cheerful rest makeda finds exactly what she s been looking for an opportunity to live apart
from abby but when her father goes missing makeda will have to discover her own talent if she s to have a hope of saving
him
nalo hopkinson wikipedia Jun 11 2023 nalo hopkinson born 20 december 1960 is a jamaican born canadian speculative
fiction writer and editor her novels brown girl in the ring 1998 midnight robber 2000 the salt roads 2003 the new moon s
arms 2007 and short stories such as those in her collection skin folk 2001 often draw on caribbean history and language
sister mine kirkus reviews May 10 2023 canadian science fiction fantasy author hopkinson the chaos 2012 etc goes about
five steps too far in this wildly overstuffed tale blending made up nature mythology with a coming of age odyssey
sister mine by nalo hopkinson ebook ebooks com Apr 09 2023 the daughters of a celestial demigod and a human woman
makeda and abby were raised by their magical father the god of growing things a highly unusual childhood that made them
extremely close ever since abby s magical talent began to develop though in the form of an unearthly singing voice the
sisters have become increasingly distant
amazon com sister mine audible audio edition nalo Mar 08 2023 2 2995 sister mine audible audiobook unabridged
nalo hopkinson author robin miles narrator 1 more 4 1 188 ratings editors pick best science fiction fantasy see all formats
and editions we d had to be cut free of our mother s womb
nalo hopkinson s science fiction and real life family los Feb 07 2023 like much of hopkinson s work sister mine mixes afro
caribbean and european mythology elements of horror a snappy wit and astute psychology
amazon com sister mine ebook hopkinson nalo kindle store Jan 06 2023 sister mine kindle edition nalo hopkinson
winner of the john w campbell award the sunburst award and the world fantasy award among others and lauded as one of
our most inventive and brilliant writers new york post returns with a new work exploring the relationship between two
sisters in this richly textured and deeply moving novel
nalo hopkinson black author Dec 05 2022 black authors post day 20 today s author is science fiction fantasy author nalo
hopkinson nalo was born in 1960 in kingston jamaica her family moved several times during her childhood and she lived in
guyana trinidad and canada growing up
hopkinson nalo 1960 encyclopedia com Nov 04 2022 nalo hopkinson is an award winning science fiction writer whose work
blends african caribbean and creole folklore with the conventions of the science fiction and fantasy genre critics have
responded favorably to her work especially for its touches of magic realism and underlying themes of race and gender
nalo hopkinson why does tan tan name her child tubman Oct 03 2022 at the end of nalo hopkinson s novel midnight
robber 2000 tan tan the main character gives birth to a boy her friend melonhead asks how she will name him tubman tan
tan surprised herself coming out with it so quickly she hadn t been thinking about what to call him
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